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Special Sale of Medium Graded Dressers at a Bargain.
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ULLERY FURNITURE COMPANY.

See Oiir Window.

he is hereby ordered to proceed to
be made to discover (where the "mon
ey went.
upon the is
sues made by the pleadings in this
(.Signed) LOOMIS
cause as provided in the order of
to New Building.
Patterson
his appointment.
J. F. Patterson today moved his
It is further ordered that tfre plaint
harness store and shop to his elegant
iff proceed to the presentation of his
new Quarters in , the Garst
proof before said referee on Monday,
In his new home Mr. Patterson will
Feb. 25, 1907, and that said referee
have a much nicer place for the ac
testimony
close the
for the plaintiff
commodation of his fine stock of har
on or before March 10, 1907 ; that
ness and leather goods and a better
long.
the defendants have fifteen days
place to show what he has for sale.
MUST
DITCH CASE ARBITRATION
thereafter within- which to present Ml ERA WANTS MORE MONEY AND He asks ail his friends, who have
STEAMER . BERLIN GOES DOWN
THIS CONGRESS BREAKS A
NEW RESIOENCE ON
PROCEED BY MONDAY.
IN A TERRIFIC GALE OFF
MEN FOR MOUNTED POLICE
their testimony, and the City of Ros
been so long coming to the east side
' .five days
RECORDS FOR SPENDING
AVENUE".
present
well
PENNSYLVANIA
to
thereafter
HOLLAND.
of , the street, to cross over and- go
PEOPLE'S MONEY.
James Woolace is erecting a fine,
their rebuttal testimony.
down one block to his new stand, and
large residence on North Pennsylva-nIt is further ordered that the rehe makes a strong bid for new cus
port of said referee he Hied herein
avenue, facing the west on the sec
tomers.
not later than April 1, 1907, and that
ond lot north of the Presbyterian
frame DAY SET FOR HEARING said cause shall thereupon stand for ARTESIA
church. It will be a
SPORTS
BOOMERS THERE CARNIVAL OFON
STEAMER BROKE IN TWO building, with 12 rooms and modern
final submission before the court up
PACIFIC COAST.
Dli;
In every respect. It will be a resi
on five days' notice by either party.
Los Angeles, Cal., F eb.21. With the FO REPORT LIQUOR
(Signed) WM. H. POPE,
dence for Mr. Woolace and be will
Ascot Derby, the
Judge.
mill at the Pactiflc Athletic club, the
also have rooms to rent. Gill Amis
At Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 14, 1907.
has the building contract. The price City Attorney Scott Returns' From
Pasadena Altedena auto hill climb,
i
o
is $6,000.
Strong Delegation at Santa Fe Work- the Scotch English association footSanta Fe, Reporting Progress of the
Struck a Jetty While Trying to Enter of the house
game,
ball
California
Jt
Southern
the
ing for a New County.
Cameron,
g
Th Webber
Bill, Preventing
Suits. Text of the Or
Port. Was Sundered and Sank I
Sullivan-Lewi- s
Battle.
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
3
Mullens and Hudspeth are Working golf champiocieMps and the CaliforIn the Case.
Pope
of
Judge
der
mediately, The Lose of Life Will
Denver, Col., Feb. 21. Wliat prom
Hard to Defeat Their Bill.- - A Num nia polo tournament alt scheduled for the District of Columbia to Be' tU
Be Near On Hundred and Eighty.
tomorrow, the sport loving public of ported.
ises to be the classiest boat pulled off
ber of New Bills Introduced.
Minnesota
Passes Tv
in Denver for many days will take
the City of Angeles will celebrate Cent Fare Bill.
''
Roswell
Commercial Club will
The
place at the Coliseum Athletic club
Washington's" birthday in an enthus
give its regular reception for Febru
when Mike Twin Sullivan of Cam
iastic fashion.
ary on Friday ' night, Washington's
bridge faces Harry Lewis of Phi lad el
City Attorney K. K. Scott returned birthday.
Promising Horses for Derby.
Rotterdam, Feb. 21. A disastrous phia. With the battle now a matter on the automobile line yesterday afSpecial to the Daily Record.
The Ascot Derby is by far the most
The Elks will hold a special meet
wreck, attended with great loss of of hours the betting is slightly in fa ternoon from Santa Fe, where he has
M.,
Fe,
21.
N.
Feb.
Miera
Santa
Washington, D. C, Feb. 21. In
scrapper from been carrying out the orders of the ing Friday night for the initiation of
vor of the
important three-yea- r
old stake to be
life occurred this morning, during a Cambridge,
introduced a bill in the Council this decided on the local track this sea speech in the house today th cfcl7
'
but it Is generally admit- city council relative to pushing for two candidates.'
.terrific . southwesterly gate off the ted by Sullivan's" mos enthusiastic
'
morning providing for an increased son. None of the three year olds en man of the Committee on Appropria-- i
against the
Hook of Holland, where the Great admirers that he will have to put the ward the suits of the city
said that the appropriations Vor
companies. This action had
The Knights of . the Maccabees appropriation for mounted police and tered having shown any great superior tions
present session of congress wojfcf
Northern Railway Company's steam fight of his life to win a victory over ditch
the
very
ity
over
is
others,
race
the
a
the
begive
city
by
a
council
ball in Maccabee hall tonight. an increase in the number of men
the
ship Berlin, bound from Harwich to the shifty, nifty lad from Quakertown. been started
open one and picking the winner is exceed any ever before made at f e.
fore the talk of arbitration had reach
employed. No action yet on the dis- not an easy task. Arimo is apparent- session.
the Hook of Holland, was lost. All Sullivan will weigh in at 142 pounds ed
stage
considcould
be
a
Friday
where
Book
it
The
meets
Club
after
on board, 141 persons in all. of whom at 3 o'clock and will have a great adThe house committee on District
trict attorney bill. The Council ad ly most worthy of consideration of
delaying noon with Mrs. C. C. Martin.
91 were passengers, were drowned, vantage in weight, as well as in height ered in either pushing or
those who will face the barrier tomor of Columbia has decided to make re
journed until Monday afternoon.
attorney
matters,
city
court
the
and
except one Englishman. The iwreck reach and cleverness. Lewis is a light
Harry Hamilton, of Artesia, arriv row, as he has shown tremendous port upon the Webber bill to prevent
The Shakespeare Club meets with
to proceed as though
occurred off the north pier of the weight and is not so clever as the Sul was instructed
Costa,
Acre last night at Mie head of a bursts of speed and evidenced great the manufacture or sale of liquor i
Miss
Saturday
ed
Sadie
afternoon
no talk of arbitration, in
Hook. The steamer struck the north livan twin, but be has a wallop that there was
t
the study of the third act of delegation of new county boomers, weight carrying ability. If not allow the District of Columbia.
for
fail
arbitration
should
that,
order
the
jetty wihile trying to ester the water- once landed, makes his opponent see
Two
Cent
Bill.
Far
strong
to
ed
being
Is
run
today
in
and
off
his
is
head
front
a
it
effort
Richard
III.
upon,
to he agreed
the city's cases
way. She broke in two, the forward the milky way.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 21. The
made to get the Artesia county bill thought he can safely negotiate tie
o
would not be delayed in the court's
part 'sinking immediately, while the
out of the committee to. the house. distance, which is over the trying house today passed a twocent rail
So far as the records of the two men process.
SOMEBODY WILL BUILD
passengers and crew gathered on the are concerned,
,
THE CARLSBAD SHORT LINE No stone Is being left unturned, but Brooks course, 73 yards short of the road fare bill.
is little to choose
Attorney Scott filed a motion to
stern where they vainly attempted between them. there
Sullivan has defeated dismiss the pleadings of the ditch That Carlsbad short line, railroad will Councilman Cameron expresses him- full mile and a quarter. Lord Stan
to launch life boats.
FEW EXTRACTS FROM
Jimmy Gardner in a lengthy bout, in companies and for Judgment on the surely be built, by somebody, within self as confident, and believes that hope and Zethus, although slow beBodies to the number of 25 have which
iXiAW TESTIMONY.
clearly demonstrated Jiffs original complaint on the ground a few years. St is absolutely neces- the bill cannot pass. Just what has ginners, are admittedly the gamest
he
already washed ashore. The one man superiority. Lewis turned the same
New York, Feb. 21. a
year
adencouragement
given
Ascot,
olds
unless
to
three
new
and
at
the
present
carry
out
sary.
position
No other road is in a
the
saved was unconscious when drawn trick in a six round bout. Both men of failure to
by which the case was to handle the traffic of the section vocates of Artesia county is not hopelessly left at the start will likely ents after Justice Fitzgerald bad tafrom the water, and had not regain have met Rube Smith, the Colorado agreement
the
known, but they are evidently encour- be coming wlien the others are ready ken his place on the bench
to be served by the proposed road.
been settled out of court.
ed consciousness when carried to a fighter, and by comparison in these to "havereport
aged to believe they have a chance, to stop. Molesey, the winner of two Thaw trial this morning it was anCity
Attorney
Scott
new
El
To
Paso,
would
road
The
of
the
hotel in the neighborhood.
nounced that there would be no sesmills
has decidedly the better is that the contract, or agreement, mean that
,'
progressive, and and are working hard. Every move stakes, would seem to be the most
Tugs and Hfe .boats, when first the of 'it."'Lewis
The Philadelphia boy won has expired by limitation, and that populous Pecos Valley would - be bro't being made by the Artesia ""county likely contender, were It oot for the sion of the case tomorrow, Waahing- alarm sounded, promptly went to the easily from the Rube, while Sullivan
no longer bind the par within about ltHS miles of this city,, boomers is being met by the efforts fact that unlike his famous sire, Kingassistance of the Berlin, but the vio- in two encounters with Smith was its provisions
room Immediately after the Ju-further,
thereto;
that the court which, as distances go in this region of Cameron, Mullens and Hudspeth, ston, he shows tendencies at balking court
ties
lence of the ' gale and heavy seas held to a draw, but scored a knockout
ry without waiting to be formally j
C .1 Pierce, who Is now is right in the next block. We" should who ' are working hard. The house at any burden over 100 pounds.
appointed
made it impossible .to approach the in the third. Sullivan's most credita- employed
Norfolk and Llvius have shown caueu to tine oar. rlts Hair was mussas clerk of the House, as be able to buy the products of the val will meet this afternoon, and it is
wreck, and the would-blife savers ble performance was his victory over
good
adjournment
forms
expected
will
but are not likely to be ed and manner eager and nervous.
be
that
an
case,
or
made
in
ley
the
and
advantage
referee
to ourselves,
at much
saw the steamer break up and the Jimmy Gardner, while the best record
good
in a race over a dis When Mrs. Thaw was called to th
Monday,
contenders
until
taken
referee take we should be the central market for
craw and passengers washed' away, of Lewis were made in his knockout der providing that the case
The house last evening passed sev tance with weight up. Livius only be stand she glanced at her husband
Monday, Pecos Valley products offered for
testimony
the
in
the
without being able to render the of Willie Fitzgerald in leas than two
and smiled. She then turned to Jus
Feb. 25, and providing other things sale to California, Arizona and Mexi- eral unimportant bills. It also passed gins to run his race after six furlongs
slightest assistance.
rounds, his knockout of Mike Ward in relative to the case, Uniess the arbi co, and on the other hand El Paso the Martinez county official bill, being and is usually going faster than any tice Fitzgerald and made a little bow
later, Che agents of the wrecked
roundr, his outpointing of Cham- tration move takes definite form by would be the natural wholesale center the one introduced by Martinez In horse in the race at the end. It is pos to him, but he did not notice her.
they were not positive regarding the nine
Jerome continued continued exam
pion Gans In a six round bout and a next Monday, the referee will take Cor the Pecos Valley merchants; no the council yesterday to meet the ob sible that he may upset calculations,
numbers, they believe the vessel car- draw with Joe Thomas when outweigh
jections set up in the veto of Coun- but it is likely that there will be too ining the witness in regard to her
to
according
order.
the
acevidence
the
wholesale
other
would
be
market
ried 120 passengers and a crew of ed twenty pounds.
- knowledge
of right and rwrong In the
The text of Judge Pope's order in cessible at anything like the favorable cil Bill No. 2. This morning the fol much early speed to give the Longsixty officers and men.
men and women.
relations
between
a
in
stretch.
colt
the
Jer
street
(were
chance
lowing
the
in
introduced
bills
terms that would be had here.
There is every indication that the the case as follows:
(12:30 p. m.) The after part of the
She did no tcon aider it particularly
great
a
eey
sprinter
over
Lily
is
a
council:
by
will
betting
&
on
contest
be
City,
the
far
Pacific
The Kansas
Lawton
wrecked steamer Berlin did not slip
No. 54 (Martinez) to place buiding six furlong race, but will fall down at wrong to be unchaste until Thaw told
643 and road, which last year sold $7,500,000
into deep water as first reported, but the heaviest and that more money In the District Court, Nos.
greater distance. A number of colts her. She testified that she wrote to
650, Consolidated.
worth of bonds for construction pur- and loan associations under the trav
seems nearly all bedded in a sand will change hands on the result than
passed
inspection,
have
been shipped from Oakland for White after Thaw had proposed to
eling
for
auditor
Spring
any
North
Roswell
City
poses
of
on
held
previous
ever
The
encounter
and has ibeen working on the
bank. There" are 8tfH a few passe n- event,
the
suspension
but the only dangerous con uer, am saia sue uia so Decs use sne
rules.
'
of
under
Spring
River Ditch Co. and North
eastern ead of the projected through
gers' aboard " clinging to wreckage, in this city. Many big wagers have
against
repealing
local entries appears was coerced into writing to him by
tender
(Sargent)
the'tax
55,
No.
Co.
Ditch
betting
will
already
No
River
been
Center
made.
very
line,
i
much
is
interested in the
e
aad There 'laropeof effectingBarney
to
colt, Tony her mother, who said she . r as unnew
exemption
Sohribners'
railroads
granted
be
camee
for
be"
coming
on
this date
allowed" at "the "ringside,' according
This
activity of the Carlsbad and El Paso
at law tide." During the high wind
"
'
In grateful to- Whits, Tears came to her
th'fe'"
.
twTHury
a
in"
Oakland
race
at
stake
building
In
Faastr
Manager Patrick hearing before the court upon the people,-anhas started surveying par
" Sandoval
eyes as Jerome continued to Question
at the helght'of the storm the waves to an edict issued byColiseum
took
put
Rose
colt
Sain
December
to
St..
(Miera)
56,
the
No.
City.
Roswell
motion
that
of
of.
the
Athletic
Gallagher
of the
ties over the line. The reports of the
shut off the view of th ewreck which
her about her relations with Whit.
greatest
attorney
camp
with
the
Arimo
into
county
district
another
in
defendants' pleadings be stricken recent reconnoisance were called for
red to the belief that no trace of the chib.
do it over the One newspaper woman left the room
can
ease.
he
Whether
district.
injunction
an
the.
from
files,
and
that
being
by
the promoters of the Lawton road,
backed by Henry Mel
Lewis is
steamer was left.
No. 5 8(Miurray) to provide for the Brooks course is uncertain. Narrow during the examination. Thaw had i
issue herein as prayed in the origi- and it is probable that a few .months
. Herr Dennlnger,' a member of the enbacker, a wealthy Grand Rapid
ing down to the first three, Arimo, To- his face in his hands as Jerome at- employment
of jail prisoners;
nal complaint and for further relief will reveal . the presence of strong
German. Opera Company, who has ar hotel owner, who has been here for
offered
59, (Murray) to incorporate Sil ny Faust and Zethus are apparently tacked his wife. Once Jerome
No.
Slaving
premises,
counsel
and
the
,
in
interests In the field.
- . 'V
i
.i.
rived by way of Antwerp, says 35 some time to witness the preparations
ia;
mmon
un
Tor a
Stanbunch,
with
Lord
pick
niwn
the
City.
the
of
ver
been heard and the court being suffi
The new road will offer opportunimembers of the company were on for the battle. The mottled boniCace ciently
v
iwouid
time,
consent,
Delmas
not
but
likely
to
hope,
by
Cam
and
Livius
Milshora
presented
was
petition
A
advised in the premises.
ties for very profitable land specula- eron,
first met Lewis when the little fighter
board the wrecked steamer Berlin.
A genuine sensation was sprung
showing.
good
Roosevelt
make
of
a
signed
by
citizens
motion
said
ORDERED
IT IS
that
tion throughout the territory traverswas in trouble over the death of Mike
when Attorney Hartridge, represent
county, asking for a herd law.
CATTLEMEN'S CONVENTION.
Ward in a bout at Grand Rapids. The be and the same la hereby denied ed, and the construction company
ing Thaw, was called to the stand
a
Hill Climb.
prays
striking
so
as
in
for
the
far
it
money
ought
to
while
make a lot of
young Hebrew was unable to raise the
Final details were arranged today by Jerome to learn why certain let
from the files of the defendants' at the same time contributing meas- Special Mail Correspondence.
Chairman of the Executive Commit- $20,000 bond for his release until
fa
19.
for
M.,
Feb.
Those
Fe,
N.
the Pasadena Altedena hill climb, ters written by White to Evelyn were
Santa
tee Says This is Strictly a
came to the rescue with the pleadings and for an interlocutory ureless wealth, to the country chosen mou joint resolutions
great Washington's birthday event not produced. Hartridge declined to,
the
numbered
injunction
to
appearing
herein.
It
for the location of the road. El PaCitizens' Affair.
cash demanded. A fast friendship im
legislative
for
the
7,
automobilists of southern Cali- answer. Jerome argued that Hart- by
passed
last
the
and
In conversatioa with George M. mediately sprung up between the two the court, however, that the agree so Herald. '
riage war not counsel of Mrs. Thaw
uninvestigated. fornia. The course selected is 1
assembly
will
remain
bement
heretofore
entered
into
Slaughter, chairman of the executive and Metenbacker declares he will not
and
had no right to 'withhold the In- year,
"of
Hudspeth,
last
miles,
a
than
shorter
little
Tuesday
On
afternoon
Work of County Road Grader.
committee for the cattlemen's con- return to Grand Rapids until he has tween the parties and heretofore
formation.
Delmas. said that Mrs.
Resolua
no
stilfer
is
turns
and
House
but
it
Lincoln,
has
introduced
The county road grader is busy on
vention to be held in Roswell in seen the youngster eider win the made the interlocutory decree of this
8 providing for an investiga climb than before. The two dangerous Thaw thad retained him because) of
No.
tion
vesome
doing
days
:
is
court
not
these
been
fine
end
consummated.
has
April.' he reports that elaborate ar- light weight championship or is de
ex turns on last year's route have been threats against her. H toad heard the
and that the city of RosweU is there ry good work. It has Just finished tion as to the disposition of the ap
rangements are being made for the feated in trying for it,.
money
some
eliminated. The first 1,000 feet of the district attorney propose to have her
of the
penditure of
pulling off of this occasion in a manThere is a general impression among fore entitled that said cause shall east second street and the road south propriated and spent through the route Is nearly level, affording an op- Indicted Jerome saM no such stateto the R. P. Bean place and is now
ner which will do credit to every cit- Denver sports that if Lewis is the win proceed to hearing upon its merits.
ment had been made. He did not de
IT IS ORDERED that the referee finishing the continuation of the Sec chairmen of the finance committees portunity to get well under way before ny tiie intent. Jerome
izen hi RosweU. He said: "I wish it ner in his bout with the Twin he will
wanted the tea
commences.
'last
pull
After
hill
of
the
the
the
house
of
council
of
and
the
Canal.
to
road
the Northern
most emphatically understood by ev- be substituted for Britt in a battle heretofore appointed herein be and ond street
is a rise of 500 feet to the timony of Dr. Dee mar and Dr. Blng- Up
there
this
time
this
assembly.
to
legislative
ery citizen of our little city that this with Joe Gans at Tonopath next
taken today. Instead of wait
there have been discovered no vouch finish, giving an approximate average aman
is strictly their affair, and not that of month. Local sports believe that Lew
itfcis money iwas ex grade of 9 per cent. Although the ing until later. He said they wer
showing
how
era
any lodge, 'order or organization. It is is tae "logical lightweight candidate
pended, and the .resolution of Mr. course has been shortened it Is still about to leave the state. He said that ';
is op to them' as residents of Ros- but that a bad match has been made
Hudspeth was intended to throw one of the longest in the country, and Mrs. Thaw's cross examination could
well to do credit' to themselves and for him ia meeting Sullivan at toe
light, if possible, on this sub without doubt the finest to be found not be finished in less than a day
some
'
their town, and I am a firm believer welter limit.
anywhere the surface of the road' is and a half. The matter was Snail
ject.
In ti fact that' they will prove themAn old worn out Bed Spring is the most disagreeable thing
been- a good deal print in excellent condition, and an exciting settled by Justice Fltsgerald aaaounc
has
There
selves folly equal to the occasion.'
GOVERNOR HUGHES ASKS
in the house, still it is the resting place for at least one-thir-d
classes ing that court woufa sit tomorrow
ed in the newspapers about the mon- contest is certain. Twelve
Ia remarking on ttto manner in
REMOVAL OF OFFICIAL.
of yonr life time. - A Bed Soring is tha least expensive artievery
type and Saturday to hear those witnesses
provided
and
ey appropriated, and there seems to have been
which, the finances would be bandied.
Albany. N. Y., fV. 20. Governor
cle in your house.. among:
taxpayers
.of of car can find a place where it
the
desire
a
be
One or two house-kee.we learned from Mr.' Slaughter that Hughes sent the senate today's mesrun WANTED:
fee- - Territory to discover,, if, possible, will contend , with Ksequals.-Th- e
ing
rooms.
they will be handled by thW Three sage recommending this removal from
No
sick folks. 'Must b
"
e
more
went. about has received
attention
?ofvjfcs; mOn
moderate rent. J. P. F this office
banks and paid out by checks. " To office of State Superintendent of In
; Beach; ofOtero, mov- than the touring car,' and the medium
Representative
02t2V
these checks, jrill Jbe attached an surance Otto Keleey.
ed that the resolution: be referred to priced machines are given ' a large
, account. .Jxhoh will" bear
The reason given by the governor
.
a committee, hut Holt, of Dona Aoa, showing.
GOVERNOR FOLK HAS
the "OK" of each committee making Cor bis recommendation was "because
concluded that it would be better to
HONORED REQUISITION.
same as well as being passed on by as head of the insurance department
once,
put an end to the resolution at
Battle.
Jefferson CKy. lift. Feb. 21. Cov- . the executive committee.
be (Kelsey) has conspicuously failed ,
so that it would not disturb the deMatchmaker McCarey 'has arranged eraor Folk this afternoon honored the
to perform the obvious duties of first
night between requisition of Governor Campbell
bouse in the fu- a bout for
liberations
the
M'MICHAEL BUYS THE
of
Importance, and his neglect tiu demBilly
Manning to Texas tor H. Clay Pierce, chairman
to
- We will sell you
iay
a
ture.
the
made
Robinson
motion
and
He
Bddie
only
one
good
50
$2
a
is
at
Spring
This
HOME OIL COMPANY. onstrated his unfitness for the trust
go
indefinitely,
takLittle
is
ten
rounds.
table
interest
resolution
oh
t.e
Coil
Spring in the world, guaranteed for
the finest all Steel
of the board of director of the
A deal has recently been consummat confided to him."
and the motion was carried by a vote en in' the fight locally, as neither of s-Pierce
$5. and a good one for much less. Come
at only
Oil Company, who
ed by widen Ralph H. McMlcbael, of
a very ed . in Travis county, Texas isonwant
of 15 A 8. Mr. Hudspeth was stern- the prtaciptee has ever made
in and let ns talk SPRINGS to you.
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. W. Doughton,
Pitts burg has, bought . controlling
th
'
ly rebuked for "presuming to ask for good showing in the ring. The lead cbargs of making a false affidavit.
stock ia the Home Oil Company. He who have been here some little time
pre
doling topic in pugilistic circles at
a showing for the thousands of
has bought about ninety per cent of doing work in the musical line, left
Mrs. K A. Shram, of South Ssrisr
lars which were spent by the last sent is the coming of Bin Sou ires, and
'
the entire stock issue, which was all Wednesday tor TexSco.
legislative assembly, and it is pre- McCarey is attempting to frame up a cams up Wednesday morning to spend
:
o
he eould get price on. Ths 14 manage
t
far the Austnalian wonder
sumed that another attempt will sot
the day shopping.
All feature pictures, Majestic, 10c j
cleared tie company debt
ment k

this change there have been
two successive changes in the direc
tory of the comapny, the old directors
having all resigned. The new officers
and directors now are G. A. Richard
son, president; R. L. Bedell,
Clifton Cbteholm secretary and
treasurer; R. H. McMiohael and C.
W. De Freest directors. The new or
ganization has hopes of starting work
on the well and finishing it before
and since
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pers of the Territory. This heretofore iiae not been the case during a
session of the legislature, for the
reason that the news was suppressed
and the people kept in ignorance of
everything going on at the capital.
except such few items as the New
Mexican felt safe in publishing or
sending to other papers that were
content to be mere echoes of the offi
cial ' Republican organ. This year
Caere are Democratic and independent
correspondents enough at Santa Fe
to keep the people posted as to the
real inside workings of the legislature and even kicking correspondents out of the galleries will not
serve to keep the people in darkness.
In an emergency, there are members
in both house and senate who might
make excellent report era and they
cannot well be excluded. The days
of press censorship in .New Mexico
have passed.
We frankly confess that the partic
ular good of the Republican party
'3 not our motive in making public
the proceedings of the legislature.
But we are working in the interest
of good government for the whole
people, which would benefit Republi
cans as well as Democrats. Our study
of conditions at Santa Fe, however,
convinces us that Democratic admin
istration is the only nope.
(Signed) G. A. P.
P. S. Personally we admire Colonel Frost, even as we admire a caged
lion but we hope that he will not
break out any more for much as we
love a circus and a. menagerie we
.shy
.vs&siiE&Hiantk,
-

tigers and

wild-cat-

T,,VecWve

some EDITORIAL THOUGHT
siiiC iferesting articles from Santa
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Fe, hut they are run with date lines Many of the newspapers throughout
as special news, and written by Mr.
Loomis and another gentleman who the Territory seem to be very much
das been under indictment for over alarmed because the legislature Is
a year for printing things which he doing so little. To our mind the pre
conceived to be the truth about a sent legislature is doing splendidly.
"former legislature and in spite of TSie fewer laws they make the better.
his. persistent pleading the case has We have now more laws than the ornever come to trial. We admit, too, dinary mortal can keep up with.
.
that if we could induce the editor of What we need now is one law that
the Santa Fe Eagle to help ne out. will make everyone comply with the
our editorial page might be improved laws already on the statute books.
and made even warmer than it is
Hard matter, we admit, but what is
but no doubt he too is under the hyp- the use of a lot of laws if they are
notic influence- of the Governor, of merely dead-lette- r
affairs. Dentin
the Attorney General.
Headlight.
The editorial writer of the Record
(also known as the "Parson") being
Better Do it Right.
law
the day linotype operator and teleSpeaking of the
graph editor as well, sometimes ex- recently enacted in Arizona, the Tuc
hausts so much steam that he iiaa son Star says that after descniding
to borrow coal to keep the political all the various forms of the "tiger'

.

-

'

,

.

;'

-

g

pot warm for one or two days of the
week but he always gives due cred
it for borrowed editorials from other
papers, and frequently finds things
worth printing even in the New
-

Mexican.

The Record's business manager is
responsible for yearly all railroad
our - correspondents at
editorials;
'
Santa Fe- often make comments that
are not strictly new, and local items
occasionally violate the rules of reporting by- - expressing opinions of
the writer on forbidden subjects instead of merely reciting tie facts.
As Horace Greeley, Charles A. Dana,
or some other crowned king of the
' "fourth estate once said, "There isalways a strong tendency in newspaper- writing to Insert the jackass personality of the writer between ,the
reader and the story" just as
are working the editor of the- Record
- . Into this article.
However, on. the editorial page all
j political Items, oat stolen outright or
credited to eame other paper, are
manufactured rigSt here in Roswell
the "aeri.ppiee.t ones of all usually
'pounded out on the linotype without
aay copy at all --and sometimes; so
., liot that on second- - thought they; go
melting pot , without
; ; back to the
-
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-

-
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...printing.';
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.Bat, - seriously, j even If editorials
avers contributed to thla paper, they
would have to receive the sanction

the law simply provides that every
kind of gambling is a misdemeanor,
punishable by a fine of not less than
one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, the Star adds "While
the law as it stands, is not so sweep
ing in Its provisions or the penalty so
gbill now
severe as the
In congress, the results obtained in
the territorial legislature will be as
effective as iiad the congressional bill
been passed, as it would have been
had Arizona's, lawmakers failed to do
their duty." That remark prompts
us to inquire, if a failure on the part
of Arizona's law makers to do their
duty in the premises would have been
followed by the passage of a much
more drastic act by the national con
gress, may we not naturally conclude
that a like failure on the part of New
Mexico's law makers will be followed
by a like result? Albuquerque Journal.
anti-gambli-

n

It Still Sleeps.
The Santa Fe Correspondent of the
Roswell Record speaking of the dis-,itidt bfttoraey bill aaysc "It still
sleeps soundly in tie arms of the
council committee on judiciary, and
adds: "It is thought a substitute bill
will be offered which will simply provide for the election, and leave the
.

-

i

of the editor before publication, and

Candy
The Children
Can Eat

de

-

Record would be entirely responsible for the results. It is the publi- - cation, and not the mere writing or
that lmpases responsibility. Any person who so deeires, in
Roswell, Santa Fe, or elsewhere, is
free te offer suggestion and as
.every newspaper man well knows,
1
there Is fcardly a day ra the year
that some persoa does not ' write or
verbally request the editor either to
taooet some private scheme, attack
some imaginary evil, or assist in a
merely personal or factional fight
and there is not a day wCien such
appeals do not ' either go into the
'waste basket or "in at one ear and
out at the other." If a good sugges
tion In made, one that we can and
iljj endorse, we are, even as the New
type-settin-g

-

-

offline

htm.

that cannot rise above

petty spite work ia not a very strong
recommendation ft statehood. '
Every day in a daily newspaper

And you'll soon be wanting; to'get out and breathe the perfume of the alfalfa

and the apple blossoms.

-

of-

fice ends with the beginning of another day's work, and we' really have
no tinwa to worry about yesterday. -

bristle & price
desired.

The very common phrase, "reduc-tiad absurdutn," was made absurd
Indeed on the editorial page of the
Record yesterday in a school too,
subject to expert criticism.
: ..

Pay ton Drag, Book

Stationery

&

o

And now the New Mexican is thundering for the exclusion of the Daily
Record's correspondents from the
legislative halls. But we hardly think
it will rain. Merely a little blow and
bluster.

Company.

appointing power as it is till that
time." To such a bill as that there
would be no reasonable oposition, because it would put the choice of district attorney in the hands of the people, and the nearer we get to the
reople, in everything, the. better it
is for us. The chief objection to the
bill which passed the house is that
it bids for. popular favor under false
pretences, by pretending to put the
power in the hands of the
people
while it does not do anything of the
sort. It simply aims to take the power out of the hands of the governor
and put it in the hands of the coun
cil and that change would not meet
with any radical objcetion if there
were any real reason for it, anJ its
authors would state its real purpose.
openly and honestly, but the people
will not endorse a fraudulent scheme
no matter what its purpose. Albuquerque Journal.
GAMBLING MUST GO.

The people of the territory are convinced that legalized gambling Is a
drain upon the resources and upon
the manhood of New Mexico that
must cease.
To gambling can be
traced many of the other evils with
which the commonwealth is afflicted,
especially the poverty that prevails
among imany of the native people and,'
many of the
worki&en
who on pay day lose their easing,
oyer t.e green cloui and permit the
grocer, the butcher and the baker to
go unpaid. The mania of gambling
has spoiled many a good laborer and
mechanic and unfitted him for a use
ful life. It breeds loafing and fosters
the idea that wealth can be gained
through luck instead of through skill
and application. This indictment of
gambling is not new; it dates back
several thousand years, but in New
Mexico it has been overshadowed by
the fact that the average gambler is
a good sort of a fellow, who spends
freely, who is honest, whose trade is
worth while catering for and who
made most of his money out of
who came west to blow in
their money, and wao if they wouldn't
lose K over the gambling table at San
ta Fe, would throw it to the birds at
some other place.' But now that the
canker is eating Into the very vitals
of New Mexico's prosperity, the Legislative Assembly will call a halt. It
meas
will pass a strong
are that will not only prohibit gamb
ling but will compel the enforcement
of the prohibition by heavy penalties
The loss tn the school revenues" can
be made up by increasing liquor li
censes. Decent saloon keepers favor
this for it will drive the lower class
of dives out of business. The New
Mexican was first, among the newspapers of the Territory to call for
legislation, for it recognizes
the evil that was lurking under the
specious arguments that bad defended gambling these many years. With
the abolishment of gambling must go
an imperial enforcement of the Sunday closing laws. Not such an enforcement as seeks to make the law
odious .but reasonable enforcement
such as results in the closing of sa
loons and the maintenance of order
and quiet on the Sabbath day. Fortunately, fpr New Mexico, the present
Assembly is composed "mostly of men
in complete harmony with cthe views
herein expressed and who will place
upon the statute books a strong
law and a law that will enable counties and municipalities to
levy a higher license, which added
to the- present Sunday closing law
passed by the Republican Assembly
of two years ago, prohibiting saloons
in places of less than one hundred in
habitants, will make New Mexico as
and respectable a commonwealth as is to be found anywhere
in the Union. New Mexican.
Anglo-Saxo- n

ten-derfe-

anti-gambli-

g

-

-

editorial policy of Territorial papers
that be really carcwt comprehend the
possibility of any paper being able
to get along without his assistance.

If you wish to locate the strongest
sentiment is New Mexico against licensed gambling, go out among the

KIPLING'S

CANDY STORE

orchardiata aed farmers of the Peoos
Valley.

l

.

I

-

No doubt Representative Hudspeth
expected his investigation resolution
to be tabled, .but the need of such
an investigation was placed before
the people at any rate, and the day
of reckoning will come.

'

?

""

'

ii'
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All rigs look alike if the fitLsh is alike, but it is the quality under ths paint that counts. Liv
ery use is the severest test of vehicles and there is not a livery firm, two years in business,
in this end of the valley that,has not bought the second lot of our rigs. It is worth your
while to think about this, if you want the best value for your money.

;

P,. Lewis

W.

fied.

Hardware Company.

Pioneers of Fair Prices.

ONLY INSECTICIDE NEEDED
IN THE PECOS VALLEY,
"I would like to say a word about

the article relative to spraying-take- n
from the Chicago Drover's 'Journal and as well as the power machines. They
recently published
Record," are mistaken. The hand machines are
said J. A. Graham
talking with aot to be compared with the power
a Record reporJ.6r today. Mr. Graham sprayers in the results obtained. Furis secretary bf the Roswell Commer- thermore, the power machines do not
cial ClubjJrnd iast season had active use as much arsenate of lead in doing
oharg$'"of the tree spraying supervis-tof- the work as the small ones do, for the
for the Board of Horticultural reason that the mist spray, being so
Commissioners
of Chaves county. fine covers more ground than the
"While the article had some splendid coarse spray does,
"Paris Green is recommended by
points relative to the protection of
fruit and fruit trees, it did not reckon the. article- as a good poison for sprays
of the
with local conditions in the Pecos Val- ing.
ley and made some recommendations sold is so badly adulterated that most
that can be bettered here after a year of its purchasers get an uncertain mixture in buying it. If any fruit growof actual experience."
Continuing to talk on this line Mr. er is lucky enough to get pure paris
green, it is washed off the leaves and
Graham said:
"The article speaks about spraying tree with the first rain. When arseAs the trees here nate of lead is dried on the leaves,
with fungicides.
are not troubled with fungi, or any it stays there the rest of the season.
"It is very important that the people
foreign vegetable growth, fungicides
are not needed. The codling moth contract for their arsenate of lead as
is the only trouble we have. Some- soon as possible. If it is not ordered
thing that will kill these insects is at once it will have to come from
what we need, and it has been prov- Kansas City by Local freight, which
en beyond a doubt by actual exper is very uncertain as to the time. A de
ience in the Pecos Valley, that arse- lay of a week or ten days at the
nate of lead is the beat insecticide to wrong time might ruin a fruit crop.
"Every orchardist should own his
use in this locality. It does not injure
the foilage, trees or fruit, but when own machine, if possible, for then he
properly applied is deadly for worms could spray exactly at the right time
and insects of all kinds. But the poi every year and not have to wait for
son must be applied at the proper time someone else to get through with a
and with the proper machines. Itis combination or public machine, thus
possibly
very Important that the poison be ap- endangering his crop, and
plied with a machine that will give it ruining it.
"The spraying law is very strict,
a mist spray. Many people say that
a small, hand sprayer will do Just and is going to be enforced to the letter this year. Every orchardowner
has been notified by the Horticultural
Board in time this year to order a
sprayer and if the spraying is not done
this year the owner will be prosecuted
and heavily fined. Every day that the
spraying in not done .is a violation and
each violation (has a severe penalty.
This year there will be no excuses,
THEATRE
for all have had plenty of time. Every man will be treated alike.
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
"Fruit spraying is one of the most
important things in the Pecos Valley.
-- TWO SHOWS DAILBy its successful operation from t)0
to 100 per centum of the fruit crop
in,--tb-
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Why Not Buy a Rig Like This?

Whatever the legislature may do
about prohibiting gambling, Roswell
has permanently settled the question
for herself. Ninety per cent of our
people are opposed to licensed gambling. We have tried it and are satis-

A NEW LOT OF

e

BASE BALL GOODS
HAS JUST ARRIVED

t'

Our line of Base Ball Goods is the most complete line in
town. Those wishing such would do well to come in and examine our stock. Base'Ball Bats, (xloves, Masks and everything else a base ball man needs.

.

-

Majestic
Y-

7sl5 and 8sl5 p. m.

Program For
tire Week

En-- !

Roswell Drug & Jewelry

Paris-gree- n

Three-fourth-

ORDINANCE NO. 98.
Ordinance for Public Safety in
the City of Roswell.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
The City of Roswell:
Section 1. That it shall be unlawful for any person or firm to drive any
horse along Main Street in the City
of Roswell which has the reputation
horse, or to train
of being a
or break, or attempt to train or break
any unbroken or wild horse on any of
the streets of the City of Roswell.
Sec. 2. Any person or firm violating any of the provisions of this ordinance shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and upon the conviction
thereof before the proper Justice of
the Peace, or Police Judge of the City
of Roswell, shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $50, or imprisoned in
the City Jail for a period not to exceed thirty days, within the discretion of the court trying the case.
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take
effect and be in force from and after
five days from its publication.
Passed this 5th day of February,

Co.

H. I. NOWLAN

An

LAWYER
Qarst B'ld'g.

Roswell, N, M.

run-a-wa- y

R.

LAWYER

Specialty nininjj Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

w.

February,

Reid

by me this 6th day of

(SEAL)
ATTEST:
FRED J. BECK,
City Clerk.
Territory of New Mexico, City of
can be saved."
Roswell. ss.
I, Fred J. Beck, clerk of said city,
TO SHORTEN ROUTE TO
TO THE SUPREME COURT. do hereby certify. that the foregoing
The Chaves County Bar Association is a true copy of Ordinance No. 98,
as the same appears at record at
held a called meeting in the chambers page 156
of City" Ordinance Record
of Judge Wm. H. Pope Wednesday af- Number 1.
ternoon to discuss a bill which some
Witness my hand and the seal of
of the members want drafted and said City on this 20th day of Febru-

.

&

Hervey

LAWYERS

1907.

J. W. STOCKARD,
Mayor of the City of Roswell.

184

C. Ketd.

1907.

Approved

E. LUND

Room 9, Texas Block.

Phone

531

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

.

Of

Feb.

19

to 23

"

Colonel Frost .has ao long prepared
governors' messages and dictated Hie

--

Roswell people would like to see
gambling abolished throughout the
Territory. However, it will continue
to be prohibited in Roswell, regardless of what the legislature may or
may not do.

g

After all, perhaps the United States
senate has no right to throw stones
at the New Mexico legislature. The
seating of Reed Smoot, even by a
narrow margin, is worse than any
thing done so far during the present
:
session at Saota Fe.

;

How many generations of
mothers have worried because their children continuously wanted candy which
the mother knew would do
the little ones serious harm?
Yet how hard it is torefase!
Mothers you naed not worry any longer for Kipling's
dandy ia harmless Our
candy is made of the purest
materials.

'

Councilman

:

It

ft

.

far they taave been

oat-general

A legislature

PRESS.

AT, LEAST THIS IS. ORIGINAL. Mexican editor is, grateful to the man
is reported that the rabid cop who gives the pointer.
affairs at Santa Fe
perhead editorials in the Albuquer areQuite naturally,
principal subject of editorial
the
que Fakir Journal, in the Roswell comment just now in all the live pa-

Democratic daily sheet and Democratic weeklies generally, are pre
pared and written ta this city by
men - who have t anything but the
good of the Republican party and
the benefit of the people at heart.
It looks that way. These things
will come to light sooner or later,
and then there will be fun. Santa
Fe New Mexican.
?
The Colonel, baring tatimated some
V,'
'time since that Governor Hagennan's
message dad been partly stolen and
'l
.. partly dictated or written by some-- i
body else, evidently has revised his
' estimate of the Governor's epistolary
.prowess and this last word is used
I
- , with full knowledge of Its special military and warlike application. The
v
Record 'editor ' reared for a time that
he might be accused of writing it
but instead, the Colonel now hints
tttat the Governor, recognizing the
of the sword, lias taken up
f utility
the ' pen of a ready writer and not
only prepares our editorials for us,
betimes for, the
but plays
j
F Albuquerque
Journal, and toots a
1 horn for each of the Democratic week
J lies of the Territory. Thus are we
tr robbed of all the fun there is in
lJL'r editing a newspaper by this autocrat- 4 1c young governor who received Ms
. first political training in Russia, Not
satisfied even with a mild censorship
over the Territorial Republican press,
euch as Colonel Frost has exercised
perhaps by
; for "years, the Governor,
a telepathic or other
psychic means,
? wields, directs and controls
every
I inspired
pen in the .Territory in- . . chiding . the one whose books r

unable to

that it is a pleas
ure to use. Any

60o

.

'They may
Cameron, but so

WORTH;...

..OF

STJKDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

T

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

f

Brushes

. . 50c

... ..

,:Eaily,

j
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Editor

are always open ' to

Closed doors
suspicion.

Overture.
Poor Tutor.
;
J
Post Child..
Song. "In the Village by the
;
Sea."
'
Cross Country.
Song. "Sweetest Girl in Dixie."
Dog Detective.
Overture.
'Rehearsing a
'

Play.-Indla-

Exit

Revenge.
March.

-

-

brought before the present legislature
for passage. The purpose of the hill
is to shorten the legal route between
district courts amd the supreme court
of New Mexico. The real object Is to
reduct the cost of appealing cases to
Supreme Court. A part of the bill
has been prepared by Attorney H. B.
Heflin and the remainder will be drafted by Judge Bate man. The bar association will meet again npon call of its
president Judge: Bate man to receive
his report and take final action on the
bill.

-

-

v

No Reserved Seats

:

Mon-.- and

Sat. 3 p. m

Company March 6th at 7:30 p. m. in
the office in the Texas Block, for the
purpose of Increasing the capital

stock.

Children

'-

FRED J. BECK,
City Clerk.

(SEAL)

R. T. Moody, of Bowie, Texas, arrived Wednesday to spend several days
with Roswell friends and acquaintances.

GROCERIES

.

HAY

AND

GRAIN

Phone 220, 5th and flo.

TRADE.
We nave some fine land in artesian
Remember the Martha Washington belt, well located,- to exchange for
supper at the U. S. Market building Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma propOltf. erty.
Friday night. 35c
CARLTON & BELL."
o
Figure with B. F. Smith when you
Change program. Majestic tonight.
want boggy painting. Phone 176. 7tf

Notice.

There will be a specjal meeting of
the stockholders of the Roswell Oil

lOcts.
"TWO-

V

1907.

-

ADMISSION

For the

:

ary,

E. B. STONE

LEE A. REYNOLDS,
Secretary.

.

A great treat ho- reception of the
Presbyterian ladies Friday night in
the 17. S. Market huUding. 35c 01 tf
,

See roe or phone me at once for
trees. Will be la Roswetf continually
until the first. Wyatt Johnson. 02t6

EMMBTT PATTON, V.

F. DIVERS. Prea.

P.

ED.

S.

UIBBANY.

Sac

Reliable Abstracts

Tour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.

Phone 320.

'

,

INCORPORATED.

(i

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

NjtW' ad

160 ACR. ES
Hondo

Water-Rig-

ht

acres in alfalfa.

of the

'AH

and surrounding cKieu will participate

program.
Tuskegee, Ala., Feb. SI. A workers
conference Is In progress at Tuskegee
Institute today. Teachers and other
Interested in the advancement of the
negro race are in attendance from all
parts of the country. ..Booker Wash
tngton Is presiding.
ln-t- he

NEW CASE8 IN

40

d,

educaaTe-work- .-

'

can be bad for a few days at

ns

THEU.W0F

m

nil

.ERSSANS

x

r

r-

iiilHliliil

FOR -

:

160 acres of land in Sagauche County, Colorado, that
is in tbe artesian belt of the San Lous Valley. 80 acres
broke and has raised crop of small grain last year. '
house,
artesian well and fenced. Will
sell or trade for residence or small ; agricultural tract.

--

THETJISTRICT COURT.
The following new caste have been
filed in the district court:
J. M. Nelson & Company against
School District No. 20 Ohave Conn
ty. New Mexico on an alleged balance
of $74.40 for a - set of school bouse
plans, and costs. Scott Sc. Dunn are
plaintiff's attorneys.
Nellie A. Wolf against C. E. Wolf,
for divorce. J. T.- Evans ds attorney
for plaintiff.

This land

we
and workings of"
all copied' from' you." With bis .presence our nations well realized that
your Secretaries of State are still oast
on the same mould as in the times of
the Jeffersons, the ' Monroes, the Web-ster- s
and the Clays. ' That- above 'all
has. assured the success of the Rio
Conference.
United America Deliberating in
Common.
;
chiefly
What
characterized it was
THE ADORE 6S "OF
BRAZILIAN
the friendly . intercourse. established
"AMBASSADOR BEFORE THE
between the great sections of our con
BUFFALO LIBERAL CLUB.
tinent, which seemed to meet at the
two first Conferences under the sense
of some danger to- come from associat

3-in-ch

-

ing together. President Roosevelt's
Message has already accentuated that
$35.09 per acre.
difference, and this is the first lesson
A UNITED AMERICA
of the Rio meeting. We; may feel sure
that henceforth each new celebration
ROOM 8, TEXAS BLOCK.
PK3XE 375
of those American festivals will more
and more develop the sentiment, the
"J
instinct, of continental oonfraternitv.
me peaKer ro.nxea uut tne inter-repeate(j assembling of our na
Movement for New State.
UI
tlons will force them to exchange their of earnest pressure being applied,
Washington, Feb. 20. Considerable "k
wona, ana oia ot tne Lessons Deto smooth away their mutual in the interest of peace, while Within
interest is manifested in Washington rived From the Recent Conference views,
vividly
difficulties, to realize more
Held at Rio Janeiro.
in the scheme launched in the Pacific
The' Children their natural kinship. The organ was a snort time Dotn tne casual wouia- 303 NORTH HA IN ST., ROSWELL, N.
their
Northwest to form a new state to be of Columbus and Washington.
created in advance of the feeling it be belligerents acknowledge
mar
Lincoln,
was destined to evolve, but now it depth of gratitude to the party that
the
Use The
of
called
in honor
is evolving It. Mr. Root completed avoided
tyred president. The plan contem
Panamericanism
Two Ball Adjuster
Blaine, he converted the dream into already has begun to remove from our
held tomorrow evening, when Gover plates the cutting off of the Idaho Pan
reality. In every creation there Is of
nor Johnson and other prominent Min handle
On your electric lights.
and tne annexing of the eastBuffalo, N. Y., Feb. 21. Mr. Joa necessity much that remains hidden Continent the danger of internecine
nesota men are expected to speak.
Wash
Oregon
and
portions
ern
of
.
MY PROPOSITION
Elizabeth, N. J.,
The New Ington to form the new state, which quim Nabuco, ambassador from Bra The founders are only beginners. Cer- war, as through the Monroe Doctrine
two
one
or
it,
with
dn
tahl,y
for
it
statesmen
has
averted
who
Jersey St arte convention of the Young would thus
the
Is that I will install
have an area of about 80, zil, was the principal speaker before conceived it" hardly imagined
Men's Christian Association began 000 square miles and a population of the
that the exceptions only during nearly a hunone of these adjusters
Liberal
Club in this city last little Bureau devised
at its origin only dred years the danger of conflicts
here today and will last through next about 450,000. Its leading cities are
on 10 days free trial.
Sunday. Several dtstmgulsned relig Spokane, Walla Walla and Colfax, night. He was well received. His ad tor the distribution of information with Europe.
If ic is not worth the
on the progress of the American Re- The Example of the United States.
ious workers and clergymen from oth Wash., La Grande and Pendleton, Ore. dress in full was as follows:
price the trial costs
publics was to become such a strong
er states are on the program.
You asked me to speak of the les
you nothing.
and Moscow, Id., with the first named Gentlemen:
You may be sure I fully realize political band between them. Yet di- sons and prophecies of the recent Pan
Pomona, Cal., Feb. 21. The South- as tb probable capital. The citizens
Saves You Money On
plomatic
me
to bo
Representatives of the Am american Conference, and I have put
era California Christian Endeavor of the 8tates lnvoired are almost un- - what a distinction It Is for
to- j erican countries could not meet regu- before you the brightest points I see
place
DUNNE AND CARTER HARRISON meeting opened this afternoon at Ca- myself
in
I
the
find
where
Your Lighting
anhnous in the agreement that the dl-SEEKING DEMOCRATIC
nesha park. A special train will bring vJsion WOuld be a good thing, but night, but I have read the names- of Marly every month In the State Depart- - iB the future of our Union. I did not
NOMINATION.
By putting the light
hundreds of delegates from Los An- - whether they can bring congress to those who have addressed you since ment amder the presidency of the suggest the word prophecies;' you
your
and I can not help Secretary of State without feeling chose it for me, perhaps, I am afraid,
where you want it.
geies nis evening, wnen ane visitors their way
thinking is another mat fearingfoundation
my
and imparting to the world the impres-- on the principle that old people see
wm oe tenderer a banquet at the ter.
senate is exceedingly jeal added tothe ordeal of having not name sion
I
could
of a united America deliberating better at a distance. Dante in his
thank
list.
that
noiei.
ous of Us power and it s likely that
you enough for this great opportunity; in common. That impression will poem makes those who saw much
New York, Feb. 21. Representatives greater influence must be brought to
It shows clearly enough your interest now necessarily increase a hundred in advance of their time look and walk
PRIMARIES HELD TODAY of all the leading mills of the country bear than is now apparent to secure in
the work of bringing together the fold with the magnificent gift of Mr. backwards. It Is not only in after life
are here today for the annual eonven-- the permission of the senate to the
republics. That looks to me Carnegie, enabling us to raise ln that prophets pass through that
American
tion of the Woolen and Worsted
formation of the state of Lincoln
hopeful
sign. I take it as an- - Washington a worthy abode for the change, we see every day eminent
a
facturers Association.
nouncing that the only insurmounta- permanent Council of the American men receding in the same retrograde
Go
Will
to Panama
Allentown, Pa., Feb. 21. Hundreds
fail to impress manner from their bold prophecies;
Washington, Feb. 20. Plans are be- ble obstacle to that work, which nations. That cannot
of young men are arriving here today
and
would be indifference on the part of all of them with a greater sense of the but those who prophecy peace
ReThe Fight is a Close One and the
ng
many
conby
made
of
members
far the annual state convention of the
begins to give place to affinities that make already of ' all good will among men, even if their Inheritance and the hope of a comcountry,
this
Independent Tel- Young Men's Christian association of gress and so far about twenty-fiv- e
sult is in Doubt.
of
different frame of mind. National America in many respects a single po- present outlook proves false, need mon destiny.
ephone Companies Meet in Conven- Pennsylvania. The meeting will last the senators and representatives have
not fear having to look and to walk
Colorado Un- until next Sunday and the total atten- - announced, their intention of making Indifference towards anything that re- - litlcal .body.
I rejoice, therefore, in seeing that
tion at Fort Worth.
policy
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easily
a
foreign
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be
backwards in the road of human des you feel interested in the work PresiCivilizing
a
Force
Panamericanism
ions Seek to Stop Japanese Inva dance is expected to reach 1,000.
the trip. The party will leave about
e
on your part;
Well, and this Is another of the les tiny. Still the future of Panamerican
sion of That State.
Richmond, Va., Feb. 21. A state! March 5; and will sail from New Or understood
to Mr.
in- - sons and prophecies of Panamerioan- - ism.
politics
seems
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as
sufficient
here
under its present voluntary dent Roosevelt has committed
conference of the Virginia Young leans. There Is widespread interest ter-- state trade; you are a world by
you hail the future for
Root,
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that
spontaneous,
even
form,
de
effusive
Ism;
responsibili
however
limited
the
the canal among the congressmen yourselves,
Men's Christian association is In ses- but even the Universe is ty of each associated nation, we could pends above all on the permanency which we are working together, ka
sion here today and will continue thru and their trip is for the purpose of be Interdependent,
and now that, through not form an international Union with of the spirit now ruling the governing spite- of receding Indifference on one
tomorrow. Plans will be made for en coming thoroughly acquainted with
repeated reflex movements, tne politi- - out being bound to greater mutual sphere of this country; that is a spirit side and of defeated prejudices, here
Chicago, III., Feb. 21. Democratic tertaining visiting officials and mem the progress of the project.
cal interdependence of our globe Is forbearance, to mutual peace, and with of sympathy towards the other Repub
primaries were held today throughout J bers of the association during the
more keenly felt everywhere, in Eng- out being more and more permeated lics, a sentiment which combines your and there, on another. To that futuia
You
Superstitious?
Are
I raise my glass hoping that all our
Cook county for the purpose of selec- Jamestown exposition.
If you are superstitious about the land as In Japan, in Germany or m by the influences which prove to be national chivalrousness with your
Pueblo, Col., Feb. 21. Nearly 700
as much as in China or Per- - the noblest around each of us. I have sense of continental kinship. No great nations will bring to the seeding of
France
ting delegates to the municipal, county Japanese have arrived
you
us
13
give
had
number
better
In Pueblo with
and sanitary district conventions in the last month and the yellow inva your quarter dollars, for on each one sia, it is natural also that this Na- - a foreign friend now out of the Diplo- er example of it could be pointed out the seeding of the new policy the
show signs of awakening to the orotic Service who thought once of than that of your siting together with heartiness necessary at this tentative
which will be held Saturday in Brooks sion is increasing to such an extent are 13 stars, 13 letters in the scroll tion
consequences of her positionin the writing a book on Latin America to our Republics at a council where your period to Insure its full growth thru-oon
eagle's
13
the
of
leaves
the
beak,
Casino. Chief interest centers In the that labor leaders, have become alarm
American system. I am glad your be called "The Revolutionary Contl vote is every day neutralized by one
the American continent.
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o
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letter,
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ers of Mayor Dunne and
It is estimated that the total number
Slang Hurts Fruit Trade.
ledge
of the new move- - copyright for the title, but I think it building for the future on the most
Carter Harrison for the mayoralty no of the little yellow men now in this Now u 13 not safe to keeo them so ment the importance
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 20. Who Intiiat you called upon me to would look now an antiquated one. perfect level, of bringing about be
mination. Both sides claim certain district is about 2,000 .about 1,200 ofNust DrmS them in and et credlt on speak and
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history,
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full
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victory and the result is yet in doubt. whom are employed by one concern
of the third Panamerican conference. The right of revolution looks more
which the greek philoso ons. The citrus growers of southern
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 21. Nearly alone, the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.
Mr. Root.
and more every day as reasonable a pher so beautifully called unanimity, patch received here today from Las
WHAT LIFE MEANS.
every important independent teleWashington, Feb., 21. President &
California axe looking for him, and if .
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President
I
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as that of a child who insisted being of one mind.
claim
(By Henry Drummond).
phone company in Texas and Louisia Mrs. Roosevelt and the children wil!
they find him they will hand him one.
was as smooth as for the absolute freedom of entering
All Washington's Children.
The problem of Christian life finally is that its surface
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possible,
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a
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a
Revolution
today of the Independent Telephone brief viait in Massachusetts. They is simplified to this man has but to
Buchanan, the head of manent state is a very different thing sition that which you occupy in the pression has brought the sour fruit
association of the two states. The will visit Kermit cut Groton
school preserve tne right attitude. All the low citizen Mr.Delegation
American
,who so ably from revolutions incident to opposed world, but more than of the respect into disrepute and the demand is said
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a
work of the world is
convention will last through tomorrow and Theodore, Jr. at Harvard.
recess of evolution. The working together of of the strongest you may feel proud to be steadily dwindling. Dealers ac
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worked
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the
and much important business will be
Madison. Wis., Feb. 21. The basket advantage of energies already there.
you,
could
Committees,
I feel the American Republics will give to of the confidence with which the na count for it by the apparent fact that
the
tell
ball teams of Wisconsin and Nebras-- God gives the wind and the water and sure,
transacted.
as the best elements they contain perma-th- tions of this Continent cluster around people are now afraid to ask for lem
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that
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Chicago, III., Feb. 21. The Central ka universities will meet here to- - tn heat; man but puts himself in the
nothing
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To
that
surface.
nent ascendency over the revolution- - you. Last year I had the honor to ons at the fruit stands and stores for
way of the wind, fixes his wa$er wheel
and Western Association of Car Ser- night.
more than the attl- ary cells, which in order to survive speak at Grand Rapids, .near the shore fear of being laughed at. In any event
Chicago, 111., Feb. 21. About 300 " the way of the river, puts his piston has contributed
vice officers met in annua session toSecretary
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tude
the
of State, as the need keeping up the fermentation. of another of your lakes, on Lincoln's there has been for weeks a decided
day, with many prominent railroad athletes will take part In the thirtieth a the way of the steam; and so holdWashington
Panamerican The remedy for the state of things day; this time I was asked to address and unprecedented slump In the lemon
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men present.
annual open handicap track meet of Jng himself in position before God's head
I regret market and the shippers are greatly
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when
Board,
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convention of the American Newspa- tion this evening. Chicago and North course within his soul.
sonal visit to the seat of the Confer- - not incapable of creating order and any day in your year is appropriate
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his consider- - most potent factor, so much so that trates, not masters, of the people the church. Free will offering.
St. Paul, Minn, Feb. 21. The Min- sical department of of the Young Men are ln Birmingham today for the third ateness,
powerful Panamericanism can be proonunced which since the days of Olcero had
together
with
his
nesota Editorial Association began a Christian association will give a novel annual meeting of the supreme dam.and with what, in the broad- - the certain cure of the old evils among entirely disappeared for nearly two
two days session here today. About gymnastic athletic exhibition of the Registration of the delegates and vis- intellect,
geographical
sense
er
the word, American Republics, as they all arose thousand years. It is Washington who
150 members are in attendance at the hygienic, educative
and recreative 5tora begain tnls morning at Beavers can be called genuine of
Americanism,
from seclusion
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held
and exchisiveness at the end of the XVIII. Century opens
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A
session
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meeting. The annual' banquet will be benefits arising from modern gymnasmost generous sympathy with all No nation in the full tide of Panameri the second Renassiance, that of freethis afternoon followed by a parade
through the leading streets of the city. the nations Of our continent, could not sanism, wishing to Join In all its exteh dom,- and more fortunate than the
Tonight the visiting Beavers will be fall to create among them an impres-- sions, to share its destinies, could greaj, artists of the Italian Renaistendered ' a banquet by Birmingham sion of confidence likely to last long grow in its blood the germs of such sance, who could not equal the master
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means of bringing all our countries spirit of freedom upon our continent.
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C. AI baker went to Port ales Wednesday morning on a two days' business trip for the Roswell Wool &,

Til Western GroceiCir

Hide

who buy, to want the BEST.
of
purpose
store
our
to give the people of Roswell
is the
and vicinity the VERY BEST. If at

TL

I

ly

I

"

The Cemetery Association will
BEST METHODS OF DEAL- meet Saturday at 3:00 o'clock with THE ING
iriTH DESTRUCTIVE
.
Mrs. Chas. WbitemanJ AH- - members
WILD
ANIMALS."
.
are urged to be present.
. 02t2

same and let us make it good.

S. H. Pope, who has been working
In and around Roswell ai farming for

s

-

sixteen months, left Wednesday for
his home in Kansas City.

.Seed Planting

W. A. Stewart, the special agent for
the Santa Fe, came down from Araa
rillo Tuesday night to spend
of days ist Roswell on business.

Time is Drawing Near

Store.

.

Spring time is coming, the time for the
planting of seeds. If you are thinking
of putting in a garden this year, it
would be well for you to look at our
stock of SEEDS for your selection. Our
stock is now complete. Onion Sets 15c

Sam McKinstry, of Dexter, returned
Wednesday after spending two
days with relatives here. He made
the trip with horse and buggy.

H home

Ned Henderson, a Jockey, from Pitt
sburg. Pa., who has spent the winter
hi the stables of Jim Hamilton, left
Wednesday morning for his home.
S. W. Holder, B. C. Moots, Tom
and J. W. Mercer, of Lake Ar
thur, spent Wednesday in Roswell
looking after land and immigration

Car-ruthe- rs

The Western Grocery Co

business.
Mis 8 Mary Cromwell, a professional
nurse, who has been here a year
working at her profession, left Wed
nesday for her home in Louisville,
Kentucky.

Illustrated songsv Majestic tonight.

ITocArffiwsTI

For meat and market products, 'phone 425, 107 North

A. J. Foster, of Lake Arthur, transacted business in Roswell Wednesday

Wain

and visited relatives.

Street.

' EM ward Heaoock arrived Wednes- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Washington, of
day from Santa Fe, on a business vis- Lake Arthur passed through Roswell
Wednesday on their way to their In
it and a sightseeing trip.
See oar 5 and 10c counters. Makln
dian Territory ranch "where they .will
Charley Kissh, of Colorado Springs spend several days.
McGlashan. expert key fitter. Ma- arrived yesterday and is a guest at
0t5 the Grand Centred ijotel.
kln 'a.
Miss Hattie Fitch, daughter of
M. Fitch, of North Pennsyl
Mrs.
has It Capt. N. J. Fritz and J. A. Evans, vania E.avenue,
Boellner, the Jeweler,
is expected today from
S7tf
cheaper.
of Hagerman, were in the city Wednes Toledo, Ohio, and possibly will make
her (home hi Roswell.
Legal Blanks ot all Kinds for sale day attending to business.
at the Record Office.
N. J. Winchell, Theodore Burr, and
Earnest Malone drove up from Ha
o
german Tuesday and returned Wednes J. B. Russell, wife and two daughters
Eyes tested free at L. B. Boellner, day after a visit with relatives.
came up from Dexter Wednesday morn
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.
ing to spend the day looking after
The Carnegie Library will be dos
shopping.
Dr. E. M. Fisher left Wednesday ed tomorrow, on account of anniver business and
on a trip to points murth.
sary of Washington's birthday.
J. A. Manning came up from Carlsbad Wednesday morning to arrange
busiwas
a
C.
Dexter
Elrlck, of
II.
The Presbyterian ladies supper Fri- for the coming of his family Thursness visitor here Wednesday.
day night in the U. S. Market building day. Mr. Manning aad family have
Friday night. 35c. Don't forget it. 01 tf decided to return to Roswell to make
S. E. Clauton, of Dexter, was a visitheir home.
tor here Tuesday and Wednesday.
a
on
Wednesday
left
Nola
Oliver
o
Thomas D. Parker and Wm. H. Mas-trip to Kenna, Klida and Portal es In
O. W. Dent, of Artesia, was a busigeneral agents and organizers for
tin,
Joyce-PnCo.
the interest of the
ness visitor in. Roswell Wednesday.
the Colorado National Life Insurance
N. P. Pollard, of Cleburne, Texas Company, are In the city working to
W. S. Davisson, of Kagerman was
yesterday to spend a few days bring this portion of the Territory inarrived
an arrival from the south Wedneswith
and to see the country. to their organization.
friends
day.
B. Stewart, long a resident of Ros
Sam Seay has resigned his position well, came in Wednesday morning
Willows, cottonwoods, poplars, elmB
Grand Central ho from Silver City, where he has lived
and catalpas. Wyatt Johnson, 'phone as day clerk atC.the
has his place for several months. He has decided
Goode
W.
H.
and
tel
02t6
502.
to' remain in Roswell for some time
C. E. Rowan arrived Wednesday and possibly permanently.
Over 1200 pieces of the latest sheet
music, price 10, 25 and 35c per copy from Hill county. Texas, aad will be
Mr. and- Mrs. C. Feinberg and daugh200tf here several days looking after inter- ter are expected tonight from Chica
at Zlnks
ests.
go, and will make their home in Ros
Mrs. E. L. Bedell is able to be up
on the well,. Mr. Feinberg expects to go in
yesterday
Billings
G.
left
F.
after spending several days ra bed
auto for his ranch northwest of Ros-- business in Roswell. They are relawUb sickness.
weU 4o look after the drilling of a tives of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Morrison of this city.
well.
Don't miss the Martha Washington
supper at the U. S. Market building
Miss Monetta Brown, who has re
Eighty acres, well Improved, 1
sided with tier parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oltf
Friday night. 35c
miles from court house, for sale at J. Brown at their ranch up the Hon
.. Muncy baa the best transfer outfit a bargain for a few days. Carlton do for the past year, left Wednesday
In town, and a brand new livery equip & Bell.
for her old home in Altoona, Penn
ment. Service, best.
"It
sylvania, where she will made her
C. L. Higday, of Lake Arthur was in home with her sister.
J. B. Mclntyre, of Enid .Oklahoma, town Wednesday looking after busiC. W. Davisson came up from Hager
came In Tuesday night on a business ness and visiting this daughter, Mrs.
yesterday morning to meet the
man
Albert Hanny.
visit of several days.
excursion. Clarence is looking somewhat emaciated from a protracted
attack of rheumatism, but is. now re
covering. He has not been in Roswell
since last November, having been tak
ing treatment at Mineral Wells and
Marlin Wells, Texas several weeks.
His treatment there did him no good
and be then returned to his home at
Fresh meats by all means fresh that's what you
Hagerman. Since coming to New
Mexico again he has been improvwant. That's what we sell. . Our market is fast
ing. He lost 41 pounds during his
becoming the popular meat market of the city.
sickness.
Everything fresh and good everything neat and
Passenger Train in Ditch.
clean. You will find our groceries as fresh as our
Only 10c Majestic tonight.

it

MLleats and Groceries

S

Ogden, U., Feb. 21.

meats. Let us supply your table.

THE

T.

C.

MEAT

Union Pacific

passenger train No. 10 went into, a
ditch eaqt of Morgan today. Engineer
Kraus is missing and it is feared he
is under the engine. The fireman was
slightly hurt. No passengers were

MARKET

-

ote

Lake Arthur Wednesday morning to
spend several days with her mother,
Mrs. M. J. Hartman.

eny time you get anything: from us
that does not come up to bur' standard
we would be glad to have you return

People's
Grocery

Of WOLVES

-

Mrs. A. H. Sweetlaad came np from

It's human nature for people

It

Company.

should be used, for coyotes. The same
scents are attractive to coyotes; but
the fetid bait is especially recommen,.
.. .;.
ded.
Poisoning coyotes. Two grain cap
sules ' of strychnine should be used
for coyotes.
pups
Locating coyote dens.-Coyare usually born ta April and May;

otherwise the breeding habits are Sim
liar to wolves. Badland washouts are.
favorite resorts, but the young are
often found under rocks or in side
hiH burrows.'
dens are readily k
cated'on 'bare ground badland regions
by the tracks of the parents. In most
cases a spade is required in.geting at

the young.

Irrigation by Pumping

-

Prime wolf skins are word from
to $6 each, enough to induce trap
THEY KILL STOCK
pers and enterprising ranch boys to
go after them.
Stock owners need little encourage
ment to kdll wolves on their own
ranges. A complete extermination of
pests is not expected in the near
the
One New Mexico Ranch
Estimates
Its Loss of Cattle by Wolves at Ten future, but a liberal scalp law and
Sheep are Little Trou concentrated effort will help keep
Per Cent.
ble.
Trapping and Poison the Best down the serious depredations. Texas Stockman-JournaRemedies .

is the only piactical way outside of the Artesian
belt.

$4

Byron Jackson Centrifugal Pumps.
and

Olds & Fairbanks Gasoline Engines
-

l.

PROSPECTORS VISITING
PANHANDLE OF TEXAS.
A Communication.
During the last two excursions the
The serious depredations of wolves
crowds of prospectors visiting the
and coyotes upon live stock and game
Panhandle have broken all records.
in the West and the best method of The
crowds visiting the Pecos Valley
dealing with these pests are fully set have been much smaller than usual
forth in a pamphlet by Vernon Bailey during February, as confpared with
just issued by the agricultural depart- one and two years ago. This is attribment.
uted to two reasons:
The object of the report; Is to put
First. The Hepburn law compelled
in the .hands of hunters and ranch- the railroads to cancel all the transmen directions for trapping poisoning portation they ihad been furnishing
and bunting wolves and find tag the Immigration men, or put them on
dens of the young.
their list of employees, which the P.
In many sections of the plains V. road did not choose to do.
country of Western and Northern
Second. To the fact that when the
Texas the large gray wolf is still ab- immigration men stopped working,
sloped running their
undant "and very- - destructive to stock, they of
as shown- - by "thereportsfioni' Can special chartered cars and ,. left the
stock and forty "miles north, Langtry, field open for those who were running
Fort Lancaster, San Angelo, Stanton, special cars to Panhandle points.
Colorado, Henrietta,- - Mobeetle, Tas-cosImmigration men operating in the
Lipcomb, Amarillo, Panhandle, Pecos Valley sold lands which they
Van Horn, Toyah, the southern end listed from owners ranging from 40
of Guadalupe mountains and Fort acres up to 320 and 480, and in a few
oases more, but the business transactStockton.
Over Southern and Middle Texas ed was mostly in ISO and 320 acre
the sjmaller red wolf is abundant tracts. Those operating in the Panthroughout much of the half open handle own the lands they are selling
mesquite country, where it destroys and can afford to pay fare to sell their
much stock cattle, colts, sheep and own ' lands, as their margin of profit
goats.
In- - the timbered region of justifies
them in not only paying
Eastern Texas, especially in the their fare but in running special cars
swamps and bottoms, the 'black wolf in the case of two companies special
is still abundant and very destructive trains equipped with dining, sleeping
to cattle and hogs, while it is said to and observation cars. No small numrender sheep raising practically im- ber of people coming down and visiting Panhandle points in company
possible.
The stock killed by wolves is main wld Panhadle land companies hold
and
ly cattle. Cattle and yearlings are tickets on as far as Roswell
generally selected, but if these are Carlsbad, but fail to come on down,
not available, cows and even full being discouraged from doing so, and
grown steers are killed. They are us- in a number of oases where they "have
ually attacked from behind and liter- come on as far as Roswell arriving In
the evening, they leave hurriedly on
ally eaten alive.
Occasionally an animal will escape the morning train for the North. This
the ' wolf with a great piece torn out is accounted for by the fact that most
of its ham, while the wolf goes on to people start out for a limited trip, and
catch and kill another. The ranch after spending a number of days com.
men In a wolf country maintain that ing, stopping along at different points
a critter even slightly bitten by a north, they have consumed the time
wolf will die of blood poisoning. More
a,

-

are the only efficient and economical machinery
suited for the purpose.
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
We will be glad to show any one interested a practical demonstration of a successful pumping plant.

I

they allotted to make the trip and
leave for home. Owing to the fact
that immigration men or land companies cannot own and control large
tracts of their own lands in the Pecos Valley, it is impossible for them
topay fare and bring their prospectors
here in their chartered sleeping cars,
which it is absolutely necessary to
do in order to carry on the business
successfully. It is to the interest of
every business man in Roswell and
the Pecos Valley that the immigration
which has been coming to the valley
should continue.
Some plan should toe adopted which
would place all the facts and resources before the prospectors, and
with the assistance of the merchants
and business men boosting ,a great
work can be accomplished.
When
the business men of the valley get
fully in sympathy with the move and
can see that the immigration man's
interest is to a certain extent their
interest, they wild feel and see the
necessity of asking and demanding
that the railroad assist the valley in

this matter.

IMMIGRATION AGENT.

For meat and market products, 'phone 425. 107 North
Main Street.
Jap Clark's Case Continued.
Charles Gilbert returned on the
auto yesterday evening from Estan-oia- ,
where he went as a witness in
the trial of Jap Clark on the charge
of murdering the deputy sheriff of
Torra-accounty. Clark's case was
continued and he was taken back to
the penitentiary to serve the remainder of his present term for horsestealing. Mr. Gilbert's father and sisters, who also went from iiere as witnesses in the case, are expected

Classified "Ads."

Stories
Don't be fooled by unscrupulous tales about fresh
home made Candy.

WE MAKE
More than any one in Roswell, we ship in larpe
It is not

STUFF
Beats d lie as far as from
here to Boston.
309 NonTH Main

Stheet

A. K. itIOtt
California

Polo Tournament.

carnival of polo and pony racing
was (inaugurated today by the California Polo and Pony racing association at San Mateo, near San Francisco
and a large number of southern California players are in attendnace. The
visitors will be guests pf C, W. Clark,
the millionaire polo enthusiast, and
the games and races will take place
on his track at San Mateo, The finals will be played next Sunday and
the players and ponies will immediate
ly proceed southward for San Diego
where the Coronado international polo
tournament will begin on March 7.
A

-
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Pecos Valley Lumber Co
MainPhone

wolf-proof

Wholesale & Retail.
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Estimates
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Rain

cattle are therefore killed than eaten.
Evidently the wolves prefer freshly
killed beef. In the summer they rare
ly if ever return for even a second
meal from the same animal. In the
winter they will return to the carcass
home today.
until the bones are picked.
FOR SALE.
Mr. Bailey said the actual number FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Best to Plant Now.
'
'
of cattle killed by wolves is hard to . Sklllman.
42tf
is
the best, time to plant
.Now
ComparaOveTy few "ani
determine.Notice.
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SALE:
and
FOR
horse
One.
before
the roots begin to
hnn-mals- are found by cattlemen and
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The Roswell Telephone Company
Dr.'
ton..
Apply
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Martin.
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds is getting out a new directory, to
ters, when freshly killed, with wolf
tracks around them and wolf marks ALFALFA SEED Warranted pure. cheap.
issue about March 15. AH persons
upon them. Nevertheless, he furnChas Doty, 1 mile south of Roswho wish any change in the present
Vou'll find it cheapest at Makln's.
OltlO
ishes sufficient data from various
well.
directory, please notify me at my ofWestern States and Territories to FOR SALE. A first class piano, cheap
fice, 109 E. 3rd St.., or G. D. McQuil-len- ,
show that the losses on the cattle
phone 42.
Miss Richeson, 309 N. Kentucky
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ranges are enormous .
02t4.
E. W. MITCHELL.
01t3
(Local Report.)
To quote a single instance on the
W.
J.
Carter,
of Abtlene, Tex., is
Roswell, N. M., Feb.. 21. TemperaG. O. S. ranch, on the Gila forest re- FOR SALE:
At a bargain, a restaustopping at The Gllkeson. He is exture.
mean,
54.
Max.,
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34;
min.,
30,
serve in New Mexico, May 11 to
rant stock and fixtures at Dexter.
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See Virgil Croft at Depot.
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miles;
by
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found calves or
ry of New Mexico. If you have some
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and
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Partly cloudy tonight and Friday; cash and are a good business man,
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sis ranch, or phone 347.
call and see him. Big money for the
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ers and dogs.
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that
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little fear of wolves in comparison
200 South
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more
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bered regions wolves kill
The largest and most up - to-date stock of LUMBER,
and small herds are not safe even in FOR SALE:
Typewriter. Address
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Box 531.
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fences. ' In extensive sections
One two or three unof Eastern Txas, Louisiana and Ar- FOR RENT:
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ave.
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Mr. Bailey, on account of the wolves.
Goats, of coarse, suffer similarly; al- FOR RENT:
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The annual loss by coyotes, much FOR RENT: Two or three upstairs
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greater than that by wolves, is mainfurnished or unfurnished.
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coyotes also destroy many young FOR RENT: 20 acres of choice land
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For the woman who appreciates elegance and beauty, culti-vategrace, cherishes health, understands comfort and seeks contentment. ;
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